Why to apply?

Eurosatory Lab will be set up with themed areas covering the main defence and security technology issues, offers the following benefits to the start-ups selected to be part of this exciting adventure:

- **Boost your business**: access a unique network of international industry, government and military representatives
- **Access financing**: Look for funding to carry out your project and meet decision makers of major companies and investors with appointments scheduled in advance
- **Build your reputation**: Exhibit during the 5 days of the event in the same way as other exhibitors
- **Increase your visibility**: enjoy the large media coverage of Eurosatory

**Participation conditions**

- Your company: is set between 1 and 5 years
  generates less than €1 million in revenue
- Your technology: you can demonstrate a solution or a technology component (TRL 5/6) having application in the land and airland defence and security sectors
- Your commitment: you are present during the 5 days of the exhibition and you are able to demonstrate your technology to the visitors
- A symbolic financial contribution of €800 excluding VAT

**Eurosatory Lab’s commitments**

- 3 sqm booth equipped with a desk, a screen and a panel
- Access to all services available for exhibitors, including organisation of business meetings

---

CEIS, as a partner of the Eurosatory organiser COGES, will recruit start-ups looking to present their technology at the Lab, organise the space and manage the programme during the exhibition.

**CONTACT**: lab-info@eurosatory.com